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HOW IT WORKS
If you’re new to photoshoots or haven’t had one in a while, you might be a bit confused

as to how it all works. Different photographers do things differently so I’m going to run

through who I am and the way I work.

My name is Venus. I’m a queer cis woman, sex worker and all round creative. I have a

writing degree as well as part of a psychology degree and have been enamoured with

creative endeavours since before I could talk. I’ve been in the adult industry for nearly 7

years and began to focus on adult industry-based boudoir photography and media

services 3 years ago. I have no restrictions on who can shoot with me. I don’t

discriminate based on gender, race, ability, age, body-type etc and I’m open to models

of all experience levels. I have several different types of shoots on offer:

Shoot & Edits Packages: This is the most typical shoot style. We shoot for a set time

and you get a set amount of digital images edited in photoshop for imperfections and

enhancements. I don’t offer prints, your images will be delivered electronically and you

can choose to print them if you desire. If you require more edited images you are

welcome to purchase additional edits. See my editing section on page 23 and 24 for

more info on my editing process. You’re also welcome to purchase all of the images we

take as an add on - a good idea for extra content for social media or subscription sites.

Shoot only packages: With shoot only packages you pay for my time on set and you

get every image we take straight off the camera in jpeg format at about half the size of

the original full res. The upside to jpegs is that these images are ready to go for upload

and making them a smaller size means that this process is much faster. They are still

great quality while being nifty. They can be edited for basic things like skin

imperfections, minor warping for body shaping, you can apply filters etc. You are

welcome to purchase your images in DNG format, which has very large file sizes and is

your best bet if you wish to edit things like colour and lighting in photoshop. I charge

extra for these as I must purchase a fair bit of storage for you and the ability to edit them

extensively means they are more valuable. These can’t be uploaded straight to
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websites or social media, they must be converted to JPEG or PNG first. If you would

like to make some small adjustments, many recommend the Face Tune app for your

phone, a free trial of photoshop, or you’re welcome to purchase edits.

Add on services: I offer short teaser videos on top of shoots for your promotional

material, as well as writing services for ad copy, and more personalised and in-depth

shoot and brand styling consultations.

What’s included? In general, my shoots do not include location, outfits, hair or make

up, just my services as a photographer, editor, videographer and writer. I sometimes

offer shoot and location packages when I’m on tour (please find my touring rates on my

website), where I share the cost of location between shoots, but this does mean your

photos will be taken at the same location as everyone else and they will inevitably look

somewhat similar. If you really want to stand out, your own location is best. I have tips

for finding and choosing locations on page 13.

Pick a shoot length: I have included brief descriptions of what each shoot is best for

on pages 6 and 7. If you’re not sure which type of shoot you want, do feel free to get in

touch and I can help you decide on a package that suits your goals. If it’s your first time

or you find you take a while to get comfortable in front of the camera, book the longer

shoot as it gives us more time to work through nerves and get into the right mindset.

Plan the details: You’ll need to decide where you’ll shoot, what you’ll wear and what

you want from your shoot. You’ll find plenty of tips in this guide. How detailed and in

depth and conceptual your shoot is will be relative to things like your budget and

creative inspiration, but it’s all part of the process you’ll need to think about. I do offer

shoot styling consultations for an additional fee on some shoots and as an inclusion for

larger shoots as you’ll see on pages 6 & 7.

When will we shoot? When locking in a shoot with me we’ll need to pick a date that

works for both our schedules. My schedule varies wildly, but generally unless I’m
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already booked I can shoot with a week’s notice. You will probably want to plan your

shoot around 2 months ahead unless you have absolutely everything else organised.

How to lock in: Once we decide on a date, I require a deposit to lock it in. You can see

my full deposit policy on page 25. The remainder of my fee is due on the day of the

shoot. If you are struggling, I am somewhat flexible and we can work out a payment

plan for the remainder of your shoot cost.

What happens next? On shoot, I will help guide and direct you through what should be

a fun and enjoyable experience - even if quite tiring. After the shoot it generally takes

me 2-7 days to return your proofs (watermarked sample images for you to choose from)

depending on how busy I am. You will select your favourites - with my help if requested -

and I will deliver your edited images to you within 2 to 4 weeks - again dependent on

how busy I am.

NOTE ON SELECTING A PHOTOGRAPHER: It takes a different skill level to shoot a wide
variety of bodies in flattering positions. If you can’t see yourself in a photographer’s portfolio, it
may be because they 1, have never shot your body type, 2, refuse to show different body types
in their work but will gladly take your money, or 3, all the work they’ve done with your body type
isn’t worthy of their portfolio because they’re not good at it. I’m not saying PICK ME, but
definitely pick someone who has examples of how they can work with your body.

A NOTE ON SAFETY: If you’re new to the industry or to photoshoots be very careful with
photographers who are offering free or very cheap shoots - especially if the photographer is
male. You will most often be contacted via your work number and social media from multiple
serial pests - we refer to them as GWC (guy with cam) - who offer you their “Professional”
photography services without even providing a website or active social media platform to see
their work. You may end up in a very uncomfortable situation where the photographer attempts
to force you to pay for your photos in sexual favours and other things you may not be
comfortable with, as well as ugly photos. If you’re not sure, ask for 2 references from the
photographer AND bring a friend along - if the photographer protests to either of those
suggestions this is a HUGE red flag and you should not be alone with that person. There are
many people out there who will try to take advantage of new sex workers that they believe are
naive and impressionable. You’re much safer hiring a real professional and you will get much
better images too!
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PACKAGES & SERVICES
PLEASE REFER TO MY WEBSITE FOR PRICING

Believer
S U I T E

1.5 Hours

6 Edited Images

2-3 Outfit Changes

Travel up to 90 mins return

This shoot is a great option if you have a small concept like a picnic or beach shoot and
only have a few outfits.

High-Priestess
S U I T E

3 Hours

12 Edited Images

Unlimited Outfit Changes

(realistically 4-6 outfits)

Travel up to 90 mins return

Enough time to get through a deeper concept and create a great set of images to
refresh your ads. Recommended for first timers or those with little experience.
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Goddess
S U I T E

Up to 8 Hours

25 Edited Images

Reduced JPEGs of all images from the shoot

Unlimited Outfit Changes

Travel up to 3 hours return

A great option to rebrand or establish your brand. Gives us time to play with and plenty
of content for social media and your website.

Build Your Own Shoot
Up to 90 mins

All images in JPEG Format / Video footage in MP4

Travel up to 60 minutes return

Build your own shoot! For content creators, social media influencers, and budding
editors. You’re welcome to purchase edits on top of this package if there are a few you
wish to polish. The images included as JPEGs will be reduced to 2000 x 3000 pixels

(which is still quite large & detailed) for easier upload. If you would like them in their full
size at no additional charge, please provide me with a storage device and a postage

paid envelope.

Extras & Other Services
Additional Shoot Time

Additional Edits
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30 Second Edited Teaser Video

Unedited Images in JPEG or DNG formats

Additional travel time/Parking fees

Brand Styling Consult over coffee or zoom:
If you would like my creative input on concept creation, marketing strategy, styling and

research, this is a great option!

Ad Copy:
Let’s create some beautiful, catchy and concise copy to better communicate with your
market. We can work on your about me section, service descriptions or policies. The

pricing on my website is for concept creation, drafts and revisions of one section - like,
say an “about me” and a few taglines. Please discuss pricing for any additional copy

beyond that - perhaps a full website, blog or social media copy.
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OUTFITS & VISUALS
While aesthetic preferences can be a personal and individual thing I’m here to offer my

two cents on what I think works and doesn’t, as well as tips to get the best out of your

shoot and get things as perfect as possible straight off the camera. I can edit quite a lot

in photoshop, but there are some things I can’t fix and I would rather spend that time

optimising the essence of your images than redrawing parts of your outfit etc. I can only

work with what’s in front of me so if you don’t bring your “A Game” in terms of your

aesthetic choices and preparation, we’re not going to get your best.

A picture says 1000 words, so what do you want to say with yours? You can be as

conceptual or as general as you want to be with your choices. You can just pick a few

lingerie pieces that look great or you can structure your shoot around a story or theme.

One may work better monetarily for some brands and the other better for other brands,

so I’m not saying everyone has to have a concept, but it may help build unique imagery

to help you stand out if your brand requires it. If you really want to construct a fully

realised concept, but don’t know where to start ask yourself these questions:

Who do I want to attract (income, age etc)? What does that group respond to? What

type of bookings do I want to attract? What parts of myself do I want to show off

(physical, intellectual, humor, spirituality, grace, down to earth, etc)? What hobbies or

interests do I have that I may share to attract like-minded clients? What’s unique or fun

about my service that I’d like to hint at?

I also have a collection of reference images for all types of concepts and looks on my

pinterest which you can find at pinterest.com.au/goddessphotosau

http://pinterest.com.au/goddessphotosau/
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Outfits & Lingerie:

It’s really important that your lingerie and outfits fit you well. While we do want push up

and cleavage, consider going up a band, underwear and garter belt size where

possible. As soon as you bend or arch your back you’re going to push out any squishy

bits that don’t appear in the mirror. While corsets create some great shape, if you do

have any squishy bits, a corset will push them up and out above the bust in ways that

are difficult to edit, so if you must, wear it loosely. Strappy lingerie is another contentious

point if you have any squishy bits as those straps can easily get lost. Try for lingerie that

fits you perfectly without causing overspill on the tightest hooks so we can place it on

the loosest hooks for our shoot. Well-fitting cheap items look better than ill-fitting

expensive items.

Keeping the biggest complaints I hear in mind: If you are conscious of things like a

bulging lower belly, use the power of illusion to provide coverage. High waisted

underwear and garter belts that stretch from belly button to thigh or bodysuits are

perfect for smoothing out that area. If you’re not a fan of your back bulges, go for a

bodysuit or basque. Got a flat booty and want some shape? Go for underwear that

creates roundness like a brazillian cut. Apple-shaped and want to be more of an

hourglass? Add volume to your hips and shoulders and consider high quality

shape-wear, bodysuits or basques to cinch your waist and balance the shape out. One

thing I must caution against is the use of fishnets if you are conscious of cellulite. It is

frustrating and damn near impossible to edit cellulite through fishnets - even loose nets -

so I have made the choice to refuse to edit through fishnets if you must use them.

While jewellery and accessories are great, try not to get too bogged down in too many

different bits and pieces on shoots where you have lots of outfits in a limited time. Try to

choose pieces that are versatile and can work with several outfits or choose one or two

statement items for each outfit. If it takes you 15 minutes to change between outfits that

eats up a lot of time. On full day shoots that wouldn’t matter, however 3hr or less shoots
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can go very quickly!

Hair, Makeup & Nails: Hair can make or break the quality of your photos. It stands out

A LOT plus your hairstyle, length and colour can either attract or repel clients - they’re

big on hair. Ensure you use products and style your hair in a way that reduces frizz and

adds sleekness and moisture. Think about your hair type and how it responds to

humidity. Loose glam curls will work better for hair types that react to humidity than a

straight style. If you don’t have much experience styling your own hair or are not sure

how to work your hair type DEFINITELY invest in a hairdresser. If you don’t show your

face choose a hairstyle that brings your hair forward and allows for easy coverage so

we don’t have to blur every image as it can look unsightly.

In terms of makeup, turning it up a notch by using full coverage long stay products, false

lashes, primers, mattifying setting powders & sprays, extra contouring and highlighter

will help your face pop on camera. Think about how much you’ll be sweating during your

shoot, you don’t want it to melt off and more is more. I don’t think you absolutely have to

get a make-up artist - I never do for my own shoots because I’m skilled at makeup - but

if you don’t have a good handle on modern glam or drag makeup techniques, you may

be better off hiring a makeup artist especially if you show your face in your ads.

If you wish to opt for a fake tan, I recommend a spray tan done by a professional rather

than you doing it yourself as you’re less likely to create patches and stripes. Please

ensure you have exfoliated your entire body thoroughly, in fact spend the entire week or

two before your shoot exfoliating as many days as you can and moisturising your entire

body every day. Focus on exfoliating and moisturising your knees, elbows, hands and

feet especially as those areas can get quite dry. This is so that the tan doesn’t clog in

your pores, and in any dead or dry skin and your skin will look dewy and glowing in

camera.
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You don’t have to get your nails professionally done, but don’t leave them bare and if

they’re not in great shape from nail-biting, flakiness etc think about cheap stick ons from

kmart or going to a salon for extensions. No one is going to look at them too close up so

they don’t have to be perfect, but do something with them even if your vibe isn’t uber

femme.

Props: Books, booze, cheese boards and bouquets are the most common props you’ll

see in shoots. Feel free to explore here and go outside the box. Some clients love a

personal touch that says something about the person in the images or being able to

imagine the things you could enjoy together and talk about. Think about hobbies and

interests and if you want to, tell a story that’s more than just “I’m a hot bitch” (which is an

excellent concept either way). This might suit a brand that is more personal/gfe and a

person who wants to attract clients with similar interests.

Video: Please keep in mind - if you are opting for the video add on - that we can’t edit

skin texture or body shape in video format, so it is especially important that your outfits

fit you well and that your makeup is flawless - you must consider body prep,

moisturising, exfoliating, cosmetic treatments and body makeup to cover scars, tattoos,

bruises, acne etc. I can blur your face or large tattoos, but I prefer to crop and avoid

where possible.
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HMUAs & ASSISTANTS
A hair and makeup artist can really add some glam to your shoot. I really recommend

either bringing a friend or hiring a shoot assistant to help us get those tiny details perfect
while we’re distracted while posing or being behind the camera. In my experience, if you
get stressed about shoots having both a HMUA to stay behind on set AND an assistant
makes for a much more relaxing shoot where you can just pose and be your pretty self
with all of your needs taken care of - it also means we’re more likely to get more perfect
images with 2 people looking out for all the details and bringing ideas to bounce around.

Melissa Helena - HMUA

Melissa Helena is an industry renowned high-end glam hair and make up artist in
Melbourne and has done great work for my clients as well as high profile sex workers
like Ashton Avenue and Vivienne Black. On set and her professionalism, skill and
positivity is top notch.
Please contact her directly for her rates, availability and info.

instagram.com/melissa__helena

Katie Rose - HMUA

Katie Rose has done some beautiful work for the likes of Alice Grey and Charlie Forde.
Her style is a little more subdued, natural soft glam and on set she’s upbeat, fun and full
of great ideas.
Please contact her directly for her rates, availability and info.

Instagram.com/makeupby_katierose

Vera Versailles - ASSISTANT

Vera is a fellow sex worker I’ve known for several years and has helped me on many
shoots. She brings a non-judgmental and positive vibe and has professional training
and experience with kink and BDSM if you need any assistance with any equipment or
related set up. Her job will be to fix tags, straps, hair, and background objects while we
shoot. She is also there to take behind the scenes footage and pictures for your social
media and subscription sites.

1.5 hrs $100 // 3 hrs $175 // 8hrs $350  - Travel fees may apply

https://www.instagram.com/melissa__helena
http://instagram.com/makeupby_katierose
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LOCATION
A lovely light-filled location can be a highlight in your images and make them stand out.

Obviously you’ll be the main feature and focus, but we come back to telling a story and

thinking about your preferred clientele, what they want to see, and where they want to

picture themselves with you. As I only offer location with my packages on tour, it is

usually up to you to find one for your shoot. I can help you decide between your shortlist

of about 3-5 options if you need some help. I do currently have a basic location list

going which covers potentially suitable options for a range of budgets from as low as

$200ish, please contact me if you’d like access to it.

Natural Light: I am most comfortable with natural light and this is how I achieve my

dreamy and velvety look, so the first note I should make is - if you want that natural light

look, make sure we have enough daylight to work with for the length of your shoot. This

may be difficult for longer shoots if you only book 1 night at your location and would

depend on time of year as well. Late October - late March we’ve got until about 7pm for

indoor shots and 8-8:30 for outdoor shots, so definitely around 4-5 hours from your 2 or

3 pm check in - though do your best to see if early check in is a possibility - I have never

had any issues with arriving 30 minutes or an hour before the check in time for

self-check in locations. Generally most places will be cleaned and ready to go by 1pm.

Winter months would give us til about 4:30-5pm indoors and 5:30pm outdoors.

Alternatively, there is the possibility of a morning shoot before check out, but again

sunrise affects this too, so 6am during summer and 8am during winter.

The next thing I should note is light sources. If we’re using natural light it is really

important that the location has lots of natural light coming through in all of the areas

you’d like to shoot in. Look for big bay windows, french doors, floor to ceiling glass etc.

Assisted Light: I am getting more and more adept at using artificial lighting and do

have a bit of a collection of lighting gear to play with. So if you can’t shoot during
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daylight hours or we do run out of light, or your location is intended for artificial light, we

can use my lighting gear. You can find examples of my artificial light work in my

portfolio.

Free locations: The beach, the park, the library, the streets, the botanic gardens, a

cafe, your house, a friend’s house, the pool at your/a friend’s apartment building, the

forest, the lake etc. Great for a little 90 minute concept shoot with 2-3 outfits.

Locations on a budget: You don’t have to hire a $1500 per night penthouse or

mansion! For $300-$400 per night you can get something absolutely stunning -

especially if you follow my tips for airbnb below. It’s also a great idea to share the

location with a friend and split the cost. I will say that a lot of the great locations in that

realm are 2 night minimums. I tend to treat my shoots as a little getaway as well as a

shoot which means I get a mini tax deductible holiday, but also makes the idea of

shooting more fun because I know I’ll get to relax and recover somewhere beautiful

afterwards. I encourage you to give yourself that full experience.

Avoid: Hotel/apart-hotel rooms. Generally unless you get a fancy corner suite at one of

the top 5 star hotels you’re not going to get much natural light for your shoot. Also,

these places tend to be quite expensive as you’re paying for the services and amenities

they provide. You’ll want something special and pretty for your shoot. Picking something

cheap and “doable” that you intend to work from after your shoot shows in your photos -

besides you will probably be too sore to work afterwards anyway. Focus on one thing at

a time. Get the best out of your shoot and it will make its cost back and more.

Also avoid places that look quite small or cramped. We want at least a couple of meters

around the bed to work with so we can get a variation of angles. I understand this isn’t

always possible and we can work around it to an extent, especially for shorter shoots.
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Where to find your location: My tip is to get on airbnb or stayz. Be sure to research

your chosen properties before you book. You’ll most-likely want a self-check in and to

make sure it’s not a guest suite adjoined to the owner’s house. Don’t mention anything

about a photoshoot as they will likely charge you anywhere from $50 - $1000 more per

night if they’re even comfortable with the idea. If they somehow spot your photos,

connect the dots and contact you about it, feign ignorance, beg for forgiveness and

(worst case scenario) cough up the extra if they demand it - but I have never had this

happen or heard of it happening. It also pays to attempt to determine whether these

properties are managed by a holiday accommodation company like Dayget. You can

generally tell by the badge near the top of the airbnb page. As AirBnb charges fees they

will pass that additional fee onto you, so booking directly through them could save you

hundreds. Beyond that, try to determine whether the owners have their own website and

will take direct bookings where you’re likely to get an additional discount even if it’s only

5%.  I saved nearly $200 by booking directly on my last shoot.
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PRE SHOOT  PREP
In the month (or two) before: This is the time to consolidate your concepts and

inspiration. It’s a great idea to go through pinterest, instagram or the galleries of your

favourite photographers and models to pick out photos and poses you really like and

save them in a folder. This is an important step in ensuring you know and your

photographer knows what you want out of the shoot.

Be sure to have all of your lingerie and outfits ready to go early. If you’re purchasing

items online be extra careful and order things at least 6-8 weeks before your shoot. You

really don’t want to be waiting til the last minute for your items, or worse yet, have them

arrive the day after your shoot - IT HAPPENS TOO OFTEN. Ensure you have all

stockings, accessories, jewellery, non perishable props, etc ready. Shoots are stressful

and rushing is extra stressful. Don’t do that to yourself.

TRIGGER WARNING: WEIGHT TALK (Skip this section if you are averse to

conversations about weight and body)

The biggest concern I hear is about how bloated people are because of what they ate or

how much weight they have gained because of covid or health issues etc. I believe all

bodies are beautiful and perfect so my response is generally “pfft”, but I understand we

all feel a certain way about our bodies and have insecurities. I can edit things you don’t

like in post, but it’s about how you feel just as much as what we can change. If you feel

most confident with a couple less kgs, I’m not a qualified nutritionist, but I understand

the science and I have a few tips. These are not at all necessary for anyone, but are

there for those who are self-conscious and don’t know where to start.

1. Drink 3 L of water per day. Even if we aren’t exactly dehydrated we can retain

about 3% of our body weight in water in our fat cells from things like a high salt

diet or certain medications. Drinking 3 L of water over the course of a day is just

enough excess to flush that reserve out and will cause you to shed a kg or two

after a few days of consistency. Be sure to space it out as drinking too much
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water too quickly can cause your electrolyte levels to drop too low and will make

you very sick. Aim for 1.5 L by lunch and the other 1.5 L by dinner. Drinking lots

of water will also have the added benefit of giving you more energy, keeping you

fuller, as well as improving your skin. You will see a difference!

2. Eliminate foods and drinks that bloat you and lower the amount of fried and oily

foods in your diet. Definitely eliminate alcohol (the odd small glass of wine or two

won’t cause too much damage, but definitely no binge drinking) and any foods

that trigger your sensitivities (gluten, lactose, etc). Reduce salt, sugar and

carbonated drink (even diet versions) and you will see a flatter tummy.

3. At the end of the day, no matter how much you work out or what you cut out of

your diet, weight loss and gain is all about calories/kilojoules in vs out. You can

use free apps like My Fitness Pal to track your calories if you need to. You can fill

up on huge bowlfuls of vegetables (keeping in mind how much sugar, oil and salt

you add for flavour), never feel hungry and still lose weight. Potatoes and sweet

potatoes are the highest calorie vegetables, so eat them in moderation, but go for

your life with everything else. Fruit is also a good choice, but as fruit can be high

in sugar, definitely moderate it. Bananas and grapes are higher in calories, so do

eat those especially in moderation. Side note: this will also help your digestive

system as fruit and vegetables have a lot of fibre. If you’re lacking in inspiration

for healthy home-cooked food check out my food gallery (which is mostly

healthy) at venusvangogh.com/homecooked

4. Stress is one of the biggest killers for slow metabolism as well as over eating. I

know saying things like “stress less” is stupid, however, do what you can to

delegate, organise and minimise stressors in your life in the leadup.

5. Don’t starve yourself. You need a certain amount of calories to function and if you

drastically cut your calories too much your body could respond by retaining

weight because it thinks you’re starving and will need that energy to burn later.

Remember, our bodies are geared for evolutionary survival and weight loss is

one of those things that may set your body off.

http://venusvangogh.com/homecooked
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END TRIGGER WARNING

In the week or two before:

If you haven’t already got everything you need for your shoot this is the absolute latest

you should wait. Do not leave things (except flowers and perishables) til the day before

or the day of. That should be your packing, relaxation and preparation time.

This is a great time to start practicing some of those poses you picked out, taking some

selfies and using your mirror to practice your facial expressions. Try to really think about

and isolate which muscles you’re using so that you can achieve the same look without

seeing yourself. Also remember to drink water.

Get your nails and spray tan (if you’re getting them done) done 2-3 days before your

shoot and any waxing/shaving done at least 3-4 days before your shoot so that your

skin and any redness has time to heal.

Be very vigilant in terms of ensuring you’re taking any regular medications you have

because you don’t want to be feeling off kilter for your shoot.

The day before: Do yourself a huge favour and either pack or lay out everything you

need to take with you (Except hair tools or makeup etc that you need to use) the night

before. Iron and lint roll any items that require it. Having a suitcase or a large overnight

bag or two (or five) is a great idea for items that can be folded or vacuum packed. Use a

coat hanger to hang any ironed items. Clean your shoes! Prepare any food or snacks

you’ll need to take with you. You will most likely forget something and remember it either

as you’re laying down to go to sleep or in the morning. Write down anything you’ve

forgotten to pack in a note on your phone and check it in the morning. Get to bed early

and have a good night’s sleep. It’s better if you go to bed at 9pm and wake up at 5 even

if your shoot starts at 3pm, than to go to sleep at 3am and wake up at 11 am and have
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to rush to get ready and drive an hour or two to your shoot. You may want to purchase

flowers the day before but they are best as fresh as possible, so only do this if you'll be

strapped for time and make sure to get them in water and away from heat asap.

The day of: Get up early, go through your usual morning routine, put your lovingly

packed suitcase/bags in the car with ironed items either hung or placed delicately over

your bags. Get your hair and makeup done closer to the shoot as you don’t want your

curls to drop and your makeup to sweat off.

Before your shoot be sure to wash your feet (as dirty feet can be hard to edit) and take

any elastic bands off your wrists. Remove any personal jewellery that you don’t want in

your shoot. It’s a good idea to pack your phone charger, makeup wipes and any

medications (including pain medication as your shoot will leave you feeling sore). Wear

very loose fitting clothing and no underwear to prevent any marks on your skin. If you

arrive before me, make an effort to look around for any messy details like wires, cords,

visitor info packs etc and put them away so we can start as soon as I arrive. Make sure

all of your stuff is packed away in a cupboard or room we won't be shooting in so we

don’t have to constantly clean up as we go.

For shoots 3 hrs or longer I generally don’t book anything else on that day unless you

and a friend have booked me for multiple shoots at the same location, so don’t stress if

you’re running a little behind schedule - unless we’re racing against the sunset.

Shoots are exhausting and I will require all of your body strength and determination. You
do yourself a disservice by turning up to your shoot shaky and lethargic without having
eaten or drunk anything. If you’re worried about causing bloating by eating a full meal,
snacks like nuts, dried/fresh fruit, protein bars, dark chocolate and coconut water will
generally help keep your blood sugar levels up without filling your tummy too much.
Unless your brand is fitness based and you need to ensure your abs are looking cut,
please stay hydrated and it’s also a really good idea to stretch your arms, shoulders,
back and hips so we can go deeper into poses and protect you from injury.
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PRE SHOOT CHECKLIST
In the week before your shoot

❏ Get your spray tan (if you are tanning) at least 48 hours before your shoot

❏ Ensure you have all props, stockings, outfits etc

❏ Practise your poses and facial expressions in the mirror every day for at least 15

minutes

The night before

❏ Pack your lingerie & stockings into your suitcase/bag

❏ Pack your outfits into your suitcase/bag

❏ Pack your jewellery and accessories

❏ Pack your props

❏ Pack scissors, needle, thread, safety pins

❏ Iron any outfits that need ironing and hang up

❏ Lint roll your pet hair off your outfits (may need to repeat the following day)

❏ Cut off all tags from your lingerie

❏ Cut off any loose threads

❏ Clean shoes

❏ Pack or prepare snacks

❏ Go to bed EARLY and get a good night’s sleep

The morning/day of/right before

❏ Prep your suitcase and snacks, phone charger, wireless speaker, hair tools,

make up, toiletries, meds to be taken on your way out

❏ Take elastic bands off your wrists

❏ Clean the soles of your feet

❏ Stretch your arms, legs, back, hips etc.

❏ Hair & makeup

❏ Wear loose fitting clothing that doesn’t leave any marks

❏ Drink water

❏ Snack

❏ Leave with at least a 30 minute buffer so you’re not stressing
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DURING YOUR SHOOT
Vibe: My shoots are generally quite chill. I, of course, want to and am prepared to get

as much work done as possible, but we can move at your pace, take breaks when you

need to and finish when you’re done even if it’s early. I’m known for cracking a couple of

jokes here and there and bringing a calm and pleasant demeanor to the room. I

encourage the use of music that makes you feel sexy and inviting a friend or hiring an

assistant to help you feel comfortable, take some BTS shots for social media etc - so

long as they don’t just sit there and distract you without helping and can take

instructions and are conscious of not getting in the way too much.

Posing: I am here to guide you and offer instruction as you need it. I most often do this

by showing you what I want you to do and correcting any funny looking bits. What I

generally get you to do is move slowly and subtly in the space and I will be almost

constantly moving around to find the best angles to capture you. Unless I tell you to

hold, it’s best if you don’t stay still, but make your movements VERY slow. Don’t know

what to do with your hands? Think about props - a glass of wine, a book, a pen, flower

etc -, use your sensuality, touch yourself in the sensual areas, your collar bones, your

hair, your face, your breasts, the crease below your butt, the undersides of your

forearms, move your hands along your silhouette, play with your lingerie straps - there’s

always something to do with your hands. You’re more than welcome to get creative with

what you’ve practised or what your body feels like doing in the moment and I can reign

you in or adjust where needed. If you don’t show your face in your shoots I will try my

best to get a variation of images so that you don’t have to blur every image. Often just

looking off to the side with hair that covers some or all of your face is a great touch.

I do my best to be mindful of people’s insecurities - we all have them - without drawing

attention to them and I will not make any negative remarks about your or anyone else’s

bodies. I will ask if there are any areas you’d like to emphasise and you can feel free to

tell me any areas you’d like to minimise. The most common areas people are conscious
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of are their bellies and double chins, so I will ask if you’re ok with me instructing you to

do things like “suck in” or “chin up” as I don’t want you to feel like I’m being negative

about your body - I just want you to like the way you look in your images, but if you’re

confident in your skin and don’t care for the societal idea of what looks “flattering” we

can just go for it.

Consent: I tend not to “man handle” my clients. I will generally ask before touching or

adjusting your lingerie, hair or limbs and you are more than welcome to refuse or bring

along a friend you trust to help you out instead.

Sustenance: I do ask that you are hydrated and keep your blood sugar levels in mind

especially for longer shoots. Surly, tired, hangry and shaky models make for a miserable

experience for everyone and even more miserable photos. You don’t have to gorge

yourself, but even just a banana before your shoot and some chocolate during will help

you stay focused. I maintain a no judgement policy regarding the use of substances on

set, however try to maintain a balance between perked/relaxed and wired/sloppy. If you

show your face, your eyes are a really important feature in your images, so wired eyes

or stoner eyes will make a big difference.
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POST SHOOT
Prep: Unless you’re super fit, you will likely be quite sore in your back, neck and

shoulders after your shoot. I recommend a rest day and a good feed and hydration

following your shoot. A nice long bath with epsom salts, stretching and a massage if

you’re so inclined. I have chronic pain issues, so I preemptively take Voltaren

anti-inflammatories and magnesium right after with food and that really helps prevent

the hit by a truck feeling I get the following day or two.

Mindfulness: When you get your proofs back, don’t freak out if your body doesn’t look

exactly like you wanted it to! 99% of us are not going to look perfect automatically and

sometimes I forget to tell you to suck in or the best shot may be in between breaths.

The girls on instagram, in magazines and most other escorts photoshop their images

and selfies to perfect their silhouette. The camera really can distort your body at times

and sometimes things just look kind of weird through the lens. This is where editing

comes in to help us manipulate the image into a more realistic and visually appealing

representation of your body (or at least what clients see when they look at you - reality

is not an objective constant for everyone and that is part of what they mean when they

say beauty is in the eye of the beholder! They idealise us based on what they want to

see. The mind is a powerful thing!

There’s nothing wrong with marketing and branding and getting a little creative with how

you want to be perceived. You are at a disadvantage if you don’t edit your images

because you are competing with everyone else who are presenting glossy and

perfected images. Most clients are visual and they must be pulled in by often a SINGLE

image before they bother reading or finding out anything else about you - and as we

know, most don’t even bother to get to the reading part before contacting you. You will

potentially get a small minority of clients who are a bit daft and think they’re going to get

an exact replica of the image with silky smooth skin and no stretch marks or evidence of

a working circulatory system. Though for most of them when a beautiful woman smiles
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at them and a warm personality makes them feel good about themselves, they barely

notice any imperfections. As long as the images give a general idea of your appearance

and body type, they couldn't care less. They know everyone has “flaws” like cellulite and

stretch marks and rolls and freckles and all the things real life human beings have, and

know that marketing is marketing. The SWs I know who make the most money are the

ones who get me to edit their bodies the most - not completely unrealistic, but definitely

idealistic - and their clients don’t care because they have the personality and

exceptional service to win them over and that’s what it comes down to with client

satisfaction and retention. People don’t go to restaurants and complain that the food

doesn’t look EXACTLY like the ad which has been lit and manipulated and oiled up to

make the product appear it’s most juicy and mouthwateringly desirable - it just needs to

look like the item you’re expecting and taste really good.

Wait time: I aim to get your proofs and edits to you as quickly as possible and I try not

to over book myself to make that wait longer than it needs to be, however there are

times where it can’t be avoided - and a girl’s gotta eat. Your proofs for selection will

generally take 1-4 days to arrive via google drive link, but may take about a week after

tours. You’re welcome to share any of the watermarked raws on your socials or

purchase the unwatermarked versions. To date I have never taken more than 3 weeks

to return edits for a shoot and most get done in under 2. I will give you a more accurate

idea of how long things will take once you have submitted your selections. I don’t

appreciate being rushed to meet your deadlines so be sure to plan your shoot well

ahead and be prompt in getting your selections back to me if time is of the essence.

As I try to be prompt and organised for my clients, I appreciate your promptness in

response. You have up to 30 days to provide your image selection. If you take more

than 30 days to supply your image selection you will be placed at the back of the queue

on my to do list. If you take more than 60 days I will consider additional charges or

forfeiture of your included edits. I don’t try to rush my clients in and out, however if I am
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to maintain a sustainable business and workflow I must set limits and boundaries

around our working relationship, and I believe I have reasonably provided more than

enough time for thorough and thoughtful deliberation.

Editing: I aim to provide thoughtful and detail oriented editing. I don’t just throw a filter

over a batch of images and spend 5 minutes removing a few skin blemishes to push out

as many edits as possible in as little time as possible. I’m not a portrait photographer or

a Suicide Girls photographer, I’m a photographer for small commercial businesses and

employ all of my skills to ensure the entire image appears beautiful and professional.

Creating art that is dewey and glistening and vibrant takes time. I spend anywhere from

40-60 minutes editing each photo by fine-tuning and enhancing details, ensuring every

change looks as natural as possible and makes sense for the image, referencing

images across multiple devices and monitors and so on. My self-determined editing

routine includes colour and lighting correction/adjustments/enhancements, muting or

removing any loud background detail that don’t serve the images, light-moderate skin

smoothing, and light-moderate body-shaping, silhouette smoothing and posture

correction. You can however make custom requests for how you would like your images

edited - this is about your style and your brand, not mine. You’re more than welcome to

make any specific requests or draw on your proofs to show me what you want etc.

Blurring your face or tattoos or removing small tattoos is included if you require it,

however removal of large tattoos which require repainting large parts of the skin will

incur an additional charge. I will let you know if anything you request is impossible or

unrealistic or will make the images look strange. I am happy to provide 2 rounds of

revisions beyond the first edit of your images, but beyond that I do charge $50/h for

additional editing, so do please try to get everything you require in your first run through.

I hold on to your raw images for about 9 months after we shoot, so don’t panic if you

can’t afford every image you want edited straight up! Contact me any time for additional

edits.
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Video Editing: I will generally create a super cut of the footage for you to select your

favourite snippets from. You’re welcome to tell me what order or any details about how

you would like me to assemble things or you can leave it to me. Do note I cannot alter

skin texture or body shape or lingerie in videos so ensure everything is perfect for your

shoot. I prefer to shoot video in a way where we don’t have to blur your identifying

features so do think about how you would like to obscure things.

Use of the images: I ask that I am able to share your images on my social media and

website portfolios, however the decision lies with you. If you would prefer I didn’t share

them or if there are particular images you don’t want me to share, just let me know in

advance. I would appreciate being tagged on twitter and instagram in photos we’ve

taken. If they are unedited or you’ve just tidied a few details please indicate that they

are “raw” or “unedited” and if you’ve applied any colour filters or made any large

changes please don’t tag me. My twitter is @goddessphotosau and my instagram is

@goddessphotographymelb.

DEPOSIT POLICY
To reserve your shoot you must provide a 50% deposit unless otherwise specified by

me. The remainder of your shoot fee can be paid in cash or via beemit or transfer on the

day of your shoot. Please note, you will not receive your proofs for selection until your

shoot is paid in full unless we have made a payment arrangement. It is recommended

that you get your deposit in as instantly as possible, otherwise your requested date and

time is not reserved and may be given to someone who is more prompt in their

response.
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You are welcome to prepay your shoot in full up to 30 days before your shoot if that

helps you budget. However if the shoot does not occur for any reason on your end

within 30 days of full prepayment an additional 25% of your shoot fee total is required.

Your 50% deposit is non-refundable unless I must cancel. If your circumstances change

suddenly within 1 week of paying your deposit and more than 30 days away from your

shoot I am happy to return a portion of your deposit up to 50% dependent on how much

time and creative input I have already provided. The minimum portion of your deposit I

will retain is $100 as an admin fee before other factors are considered. You’re welcome

to transfer 100% of your deposit to another shoot with someone you have found to

replace you for a shoot within 30 days of the original shoot date if I am given at least 48

hours notice - this does not include adding to someone else’s shoot who has already

booked and paid a deposit, it is strictly for a new shoot to replace your own and you

must do the work of finding the replacement and dealing with the transfer of deposits

yourself. Any less than 48 hours notice and only a portion (at my discretion) of your

deposit can be transferred to another shoot within 30 days of the original shoot.

I am usually flexible on start times, but in the event of needing to reschedule to another

day within 30 days of our original planned shoot, I am happy to accommodate, however

if I am given less than 48hrs notice I require an additional deposit of $50 per hour of

your shoot time capped at $250. So for example a 90 minute shoot would require $75, a

3 hour shoot $150, and an 8 hour shoot $250. If you must reschedule to a date more

than 30 days from your original shoot with less than 48hrs notice, your deposit is forfeit.

I do not offer refunds or reshoots if you are unhappy with your images, however I offer

up to 2 rounds of editing revisions after I have provided your first edits. Beyond those 2

rounds of revisions I charge a $50/h fee to continue to revise them.
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FINAL NOTE
I know this is a lot of information, but I hope it helps to both ease your anxiety about

shooting as well as help you get the best out of your images. If you have any further

questions don’t hesitate to contact me @goddesphotosau on twitter or at

goddessphotographymelb@gmail.com. I rarely check instagram so please don’t

message me there.

mailto:goddessphotographymelb@gmail.com

